
On 24th February at Queen’s University Belfast, seven invited

speakers described their perspective on how architects, their

institutions, relationships, skills and ways of working should

evolve to address the challenges and opportunities of the next

five years.   The event explored issues relevant to students and

practitioners of architecture, which in turn would inform the

review and composition of the new RSUA development plan for

2012-16.   Before the event began a lunch with practitioners

had given the speakers an opportunity to gain a better

understanding of the local context of practice.   The 300-seat

auditorium was almost filled to capacity and the expectant buzz

died away as I introduced the proceedings by thanking the

supporters of the event and encouraging the audience and

speakers to focus on the future rather than to dwell on how we

have come to the present condition.  

Simon Foxell

Simon Foxell, suggested small practices would break out of the

constraints of the RIBA plan of work, becoming more creative

and entrepreneurial.  He acknowledged the Irishman Charles

Handy suggesting, ‘that what we (architects) do is absolutely

essential but what we do, how we do it and what we are called

when we do it  – that will change’.

Brendan Kilpatrick

Brendan Kilpatrick, spoke from the perspective of a large

London based practice.  He extolled the virtue of Building

Information Modeling, suggesting the investment in training

and hardware leads to increased levels of quality and

coordination.  He suggested good communication is essential –

moving from physical publications to web based promotion and

to blogs.  Brendan encouraged practices to identify ‘their

practice DNA’, what makes each of them special, and to

communicate and build upon that uniqueness.  He identified

areas of potential expansion, health estates, hotel, leisure and

retro fit and refurbishment. ‘Treat internationalism with caution’

was his final piece of advice.

Peter Trebilcock 

Working with a large contractor, Peter highlighted how half of

architects work is now for contractor clients.  He suggested

architects have to adapt and refine their role and outlook.   He

described how major public bodies procure their building

projects through PFI, design and build, prime contracting and

frameworks.   He highlighted how private developers may

directly employ architects to develop a concept but

subsequently appoint a contractor to deliver the scheme,

sometimes nominating the original architect.  Peter suggested

contractors were responding to what clients are asking for and

he stated that architects are still required as they design.  Peter

also reminded the audience that the focus of architects is much

more than the visual.

David Saxby

David explained that only half the architects in his practice are

undertaking a role that would normally be recognised as that of

an architect.  He advocated that architects should not hold onto

activities that can be outsourced and do not generate value and

concentrate efforts on activities that do.   He quoted the
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Policy Unit at no.10 Downing Street - “there is an active

government policy to break down the hierarchies and actually

encourage contracts to be let directly to small and medium

enterprise’.  He urged the audience not to resign to a future of

being subordinate to contactors, and that architects have an

important role to play.    He explained his practice follows the

quotation, ‘to be less interested in the world of design and

more about the design of the world’.  He described how

unstable situations and futures suggest responsive solutions,

feeding off change, with the effectiveness of organisations

being how they respond to changing conditions.   He

recommended architects move from designing buildings and

objects to designing systems through assessing resources and

what already exists.  He enthusiastically referred to lateral

thinking, latent capacity, disaggregated buildings, use of smart

phone technology, democratising design, empowering society

and sharing design through open source making.– and to

make progress required radical thinking and action, ‘making

new recipes rather than trying to perfect the cake’.    

Willie Watt

Coming from a medium scale practice in Dundee, Willie

advised, “I really like being an architect - it is worthwhile”.

He explained that society has to decide what to do - to have a

very expensive procurement system with multiple layers of

bursary, resulting in buildings of questionable quality or focus

the public purse on excellent front-line services.  He highlighted

research that confirms the absurdities of the current

procurement system applied to construction, with excessive

numbers of bidders and assessors for each opportunity.  He

asked, ‘why is Britain the third most expensive country in

Europe to procure anything?’   He also asked, ‘why is Britain

the third slowest country in Europe in relation to the process of

procurement?’  He highlighted how 54% of employment is in

SMEs yet only 8% of government procurement in 2011 went

to small and medium scaled enterprises.  He suggested

government favours big business and corporate governance

and that adjustments need to be made to ensure that future

procurement is fair, competitive and appropriate.  

Michelle Fagan

As the President of the Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland,

Michelle explained how their institution lobbies and works with

government to make changes to meet the aspirations of the

national Architecture policy.  She advised that many of their

practices are small and young and their current procurement

system denies new talent an opportunity to be applied to

publicly procured projects.  Promoting more competitions for

education is one of their recent successes – with competitions

being the cheapest option for the client, giving good

opportunities and creating a framework through architectural

quality.  She advocated, ‘educating the market, clients and the

public’ and that  ‘architects and their practices need to be

proactive in developing new business models and a more

rounded public profile’ – with a capacity to adapt, survive and

renew.  She stated their professional body needs to find ways

of encouraging architects to further address issues of

sustainability, accessibility and financial realities to strengthen

the hand and relevance of the profession.  Michelle described

how members can support each other and how their Institute

is becoming more collegiate.

Neil Baxter

As Director of the RIAS, Neil asked how should a professional

organisation support its members? He described the context

and make up of the profession in Scotland.  Although larger

than the RSUA the context and composition seemed similar.
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ARCHITECTURE- BUT NOT AS WE KNOW IT…
An afternoon of presentations and debate was organised and led by Alan Jones, the incoming President of the
Royal Society of Ulster Architects. The recording of the event can be found at www.blogs.qub.ac.uk/architecture/. 



He elaborated on how the RIAS operates like a trade union

organisation with services to support members. Publishing,

conservation accreditation, insurance, technical and legal

advice, exhibitions, energy design certification, funding of

community projects, awards, fellowships, competitions, working

with government, the RIAS Quarterly journal and exerting

political influence.   The new RIAS website sounded very

impressive with individual portfolios for small practices creating

one of the most interactive directories of architecture.  Neil

reminded the audience that architecture contributes to people’s

lives, society, commerce and communities and that it is the role

of the professional institution to make that message felt,

‘persuading politicians to create architecture and to create the

beneficial future that we all desire.’

Professor Michael McGarry

In making the final closing remarks Michael McGarry explained

that three important issues required emphasis.  Firstly, to

analyse, understand, articulate and promote what architects

do, that no one else does or can do, and that the enduring

value to society of architecture and architects comes from this

analysis.  To retain and enhance the value of architecture he

recommended that architects should then focus on these areas

and improve their performance.  

McGarry highlighted the second issue as the historical nature

of the profession.  Industry has changed, the world has

changed and ‘traditional’ practice is probably over for most

architects.  He suggested that buildings are now so complex

that ‘the model of the architect delivering a building up to

clients “with the lights on” is no longer feasible and architects

have to find new ways of working’.

Thirdly, the increasing role of the quantity surveyor and quantity

surveying has skewed modern procurement, traditionally

tendering far too late, assuming that architects knew how to

build complex buildings and not availing of the knowledge and

expertise of builder.  He suggested that version of the world is

over and the convention and the classical view of the role of

architects needs to be reviewed by those in practice and 

in education.  

Michael McGarry suggested the summaries presented of the

profession were individual interpretations, and noted the good

work that the institutes are doing. He summarised the context

and suggested the profession was not yet serving society as

well as it could and the nature of practice has been shattered

and become commercial and overtly political.

He referred to Richard Florida who presents the world as being

in an age after production and information and now in an age

of creativity.  To McGarry creativity is the real value of architects

and when competitiveness and creativity is connected with

skills of thinking laterally, the role of architecture and architects

will endure.  He concluded the afternoon proclaiming that, ‘The

profession, frankly, is up for grabs.’

Post event comment

This event was made possible by the bodies and institutions

that gave financial support - The Royal Society of Ulster

Architects, Queen’s University Belfast, the Ministerial Advisory

Group, the University of Ulster and PLACE.  Feedback from the

student body and practitioners was very positive and it is

imagined this type of event will become a more regular

occurrence.  It is hoped support for a future event will come

from The Patton Group.  

Alan Jones
Director of Education (Architecture) 

Queen’s University Belfast 
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